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Object-oriented programming, which is also known as OOP is one important part of programming, but the most overlooked one. So why do you need to read books on object-oriented programming? Because most programmers take it as a useless part of programming. But the reality is, OOP is one of those programming that helps the programmer organize
the code. If someone wants to learn the art of computer programming. He/she must also learn every part of the programming, including object-oriented programming. OOP is a way of writing codes for term objects and relationships. If you read books on OOP, it will help any programmer write the code in a faster organized way. In this article we will list some
of the best books for object-oriented programming of all time. You may also like 10 Best Books to Learn Machine Learning for Beginners and Experts 1. Object Thinking (Developer Reference) Object Thinking is written by renowned author David West. In his book he not only covers the foundations of OOP, but also covers all oop factors, including its history,
philosophy and even politics. In this book you will understand the importance of programming for object-oriented purposes. Mr. West emphasize how a programmer can highlight his best when they rely on analysis, conceptualization, and thinking rather than formal boring programming processes and techniques. OOP is often studied as a theory and not
practical, but the author of his book gives you examples and illustrations of how you can adopt an object design to maximize your score. What will you learn in this book? The principle of object thinking. How to use object knowledge xp and neat software development. Concept and pattern of object thinking. Vocabulary and object design design. 2. Practical
Object-Oriented Design Ruby Ruby is a well-known code in the arsenal of the coding world. This project-oriented programming book helps solve a lot of problems with Ruby coding. OOP may be the best solution to change and expand Ruby coding. As you know, Ruby is widely used on the web, but once it's implemented, it's virtually impossible to change or
expand. When the programmer uses object-oriented programs ruby, the ship becomes manageable, expandable, and pleasing to the code. In this book, you'll learn how to create a design for repairable applications using OOP. It gives you special rules to live with. You'll learn how OOP can be used to ship Ruby code, which is easier to maintain and improve
and much more Ruby and OOP link things. 3. Design Patterns: Elements reusable object-Oriented Software Design Patterns is another great Object-Oriented programming book. This book gives you more than 20 models on how to create a design that is repetitive and flexible. The book has 416 pages in total and each page gives you an idea of object-driven
planning. First book, you will learn how to use object-oriented design. The second half concerns object-oriented design processes. This book not only talks about the model and its process, but also refers to how OOP promotes software development. 4. Student Guide to Object-Oriented Development This is an Object-Oriented programming book for
students. This book introduces you to the software development process using an object-oriented approach. You will learn the basic concept of OOP and its views on software development. The book gives you a case study that can be used to develop software of your own. Except that this book outlines some standard object-oriented modeling techniques
and gives you an example and use it to implement using UML as a modeling language and Java to write a language. You will find step by step to take advantage of OOP development. In addition, you will learn the sequence and cooperation schemes, state schemes, activity schemes, and implementation schemes. 5. Head First Object-Oriented analysis and
design Most books object oriented is difficult to consume because most of it is written at expert level. So if you are looking for an Object-Oriented programming book that is clear and easy to understand. This is for you. OOA &amp;amp; D can be very useful for writing great software. This book teaches you how to analyze, design, and write serious object-
oriented software. You can write software that is easy to use that can be maintained, extended, and software that is not too complicated. You'll also learn how to use the Open Closed Principle (OCP) and Single Responsibility Principle (SRP). By the time you finish reading this book, if you started writing, you should finish writing too. This book makes coding
way easier than most other books. 6. UML @ Classroom: Introduction to Object-Oriented Modeling If you have little or no modeling or software engineering experience, and if you are looking for a book on object-oriented programming languages. This book is the right choice for you. This textbook mainly covers the basics of object-oriented programming
languages such as Java and C#. This will make you clear about the basic modeling concept, you will find diagrams of UML that explain the class, sequence, country machine, etc. Each chart is written in a step-by-step method to help you intelligently use the various stages of the software development process. At the end of the book, you will find examples
that can be used as a reference. This book is a complete package that provides a solid foundation and a deeper understanding of object-oriented modeling concepts and their application in software development. The author of the book also has a website where he details the concept of mentioning the book. The website is filled with exercises and other e-
learning materials. Conclusion They are 6 programming books that every programmer should read if they want to master an art program. If you're a programmer, and if you think you're right without knowledge of object-driven programming. You can skip reading books. But understand that programming is all about creating interactive software, and you never
know when you will need an OOP. Reading two or more books won't hurt you. But instead you increase your knowledge of planning. And it could help you save your hard work somewhere in the future. Showing 1-50 of 565 Cookies are used to provide, analyze and improve our services; Provide chat tools and show you relevant content about your ad. You
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